AND ("similarity based"[Title/Abstract] OR "similaritybased"[Title/Abstract] OR "similar patient"[Title/Abstract] OR "case specific"[Title/Abstract] OR "case-specific"[Title/Abstract] OR "Patient specific"[Title/Abstract] OR "patientspecific"[Title/Abstract] OR "participant specific"[Title/Abstract] OR "participantspecific"[Title/Abstract] OR "similar disease progression"[Title/Abstract] OR "similar record"[Title/Abstract] OR "similar trend"[Title/Abstract] OR "case-based"[Title/Abstract] OR "case based"[Title/Abstract] OR "similar case"[Title/Abstract] OR "similar clinical case"[Title/Abstract] OR "personalized"[Title/Abstract] OR "customized"[Title/Abstract] OR "patient level"[Title/Abstract] OR "tailor made"[Title/Abstract] OR "individualized"[Title/Abstract] OR "individualised"[Title/Abstract])) OR ("similarity metric"[Title/Abstract] OR "similarity measure"[Title/Abstract] OR "similarity score"[Title/Abstract] OR "similarity assessment"[Title/Abstract])) AND ("EHR"[Title/Abstract] OR "EMR"[Title/Abstract] OR "health record"[Title/Abstract] OR "health data"[Title/Abstract] OR "medical record"[Title/Abstract] OR "medical data"[Title/Abstract] OR "clinical data"[Title/Abstract] OR "clinical record"[Title/Abstract] OR "patient data"[Title/Abstract] OR "patient record"[Title/Abstract] OR "physiological data"[Title/Abstract] OR "longitudinal data"[Title/Abstract] OR "longitudinal record"[Title/Abstract] OR "MIMIC II"[Title/Abstract] OR "clinical database"[Title/Abstract]))
 Scopus search strings.
((((TITLE-ABS-KEY("predict*")) AND ((TITLE-ABS-KEY("patient similarit*" OR "participant similarit*" OR "temporal similarit*" OR "similarity based" OR "similarity-based" OR "similar patient" OR "similar participant" OR "case specific" OR "case-specific" OR "Patient specific" OR "patient-specific")) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY("participant specific" OR "participant-specific" OR "similar disease progression" OR "similar record" OR "similar history record" OR "similar medical record" OR "EHR similarity" OR "similar trend" OR "case-based" OR "case based")) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY("similar characteristic*" OR "similar case" OR "similar clinical case" OR "personalized" OR "customized" OR "patient level" OR "tailor made" OR "individualised" OR "individualized" )))) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY("similarity metric" OR "similarity measure" OR "similarity score" OR "similarity assessment"))) AND ((TITLE-ABS-KEY("EHR" OR "EMR" OR "health record" OR "health data" OR "medical record" OR "medical data" OR "clinical data" OR "clinical record" OR "patient data" OR "patient record" OR "physiological data" OR "physiological record" OR "longitudinal data" )) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY("longitudinal record" OR "MIMIC II" OR "clinical database")))) AND ( LIMIT-TO(LANGUAGE,"English" ) )  Web of Science search strings.
(((TS=("predict*")) AND ((TS=("patient similarit*" OR "participant similarit*" OR "temporal similarit*" OR "similarity based" OR "similarity-based" OR "similar patient" OR "similar participant" OR "case specific" OR "case-specific" OR "Patient specific" OR "patientspecific")) OR (TS=("participant specific" OR "participant-specific" OR "similar disease progression" OR "similar record" OR "similar history record" OR "similar medical record" OR "EHR similarity" OR "similar trend" OR "case-based" OR "case based")) OR (TS=("similar characteristic*" OR "similar case" OR "similar clinical case" OR "personalized" OR "customized" OR "patient level" OR "tailor made" OR "individualized" OR "individualised" )))) OR (TS=("similarity metric" OR "similarity measure" OR "similarity score" OR "similarity assessment"))) AND ((TS=("EHR" OR "EMR" OR "health record" OR "health data" OR "medical record" OR "medical data" OR "clinical data" OR "clinical record" OR "patient data" OR "patient record" OR "physiological data" OR "physiological record" OR "longitudinal data" )) OR (TS=("longitudinal record" OR "MIMIC II" OR "clinical database")))
